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Abstract
PKI gives undeniable degree of safety by transferring the key pair framework among the clients. By
constructing, a PKI we combine digital identities with the digital signatures, which give an end-to-end trust
model. Basically, PKI is an attempt, which can simulate the real-world human analyzation of identity and
reliability in a computerized fashion. In any case, the existing applications are centered on a tight trust
model which makes them inadequate as an overall device for trust examination. After years of research,
development and deployment, PKI still facing strong technical and organizational challenges such as
attacks against Certi�cate Authorities (CA). CAs are the primitive component of PKIs which plays
powerful role in the PKI model. CA must be diligent, creditable and legitimate. In any case, a technocrat
who picks up control on a CA can use CA's certi�cate to issue bogus certi�cate and impersonate any site,
such as - DigiNotar, GobalSign, Comodo and DigiCert Malaysia. In this paper we proposed an approach to
reduce the damage of compromised CA/CA’s key by imposing Multiple Signatures (MS) after
verifying/authenticating user’s information. One single compromised CA is not able to issue a certi�cate
to any domain as multiple signatures are required. Private key and other perceptive information are stored
in the form of object/blob. Without knowing the structure of class no one can access the object and
object output stream. Proposed MS achieve better performance over existing MS schemes and control
fraudulent certi�cate issuance with more database security. The proposed scheme also avoids MITM
attack against CA who is issuing certi�cate to whom which is using the following parameters such as
identity of Sender, Receiver, Timestamp and Aadhar number.

1 Introduction
The fast development in e-administration applications raises a signi�cance on the requirement for
security and authenticity of the application. Therefore, various evolving technologies are trying to improve
and enhance security necessities. One of the major setback that we face today in the transactions made
in e-governance is replacing manual signature with an e-signature. Digital Signature can be introduced as
such an electronic con�rmation and there are numerous advancements, which can help us, accomplish it.
Now days we are provided with wide-ranging technologies, that can help us in safeguarding the electronic
set-up of any association. Today organizations require certi�cate-based security, which is considered as
high-level security provided by Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).

 It is a reliable technology, which is developing security means in various applications. If we want to
secure the data or categorize the clients, then PKI is the utmost practical one. Thus, the idea of PKI
incorporates public key cryptography, certi�cates and Certi�cation Authority into network security
architecture [3–4]. Certi�cates are playing an important role to map between the user identities and the
public key [1]. It is used for secure data and proper authentication from users and computers both within
and outside the organization [2]. A certi�cate includes identity (Common Name), associated public key,
valid from, valid to date and unique identi�er of signature authority [47]. It provides assurance of secure
exchange of sensitive information over unsecure channels [5]. It enables its clients to maintain a level of
trust by providing security services [6–7][48]. Public keys are accessible in the public key directories.
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Before using one’s public key, must ensure its legitimacy by checking Certi�cate Revocation List (CRL) [8].
Status of certi�cate can be checked online using Online Certi�cate Status Protocol (OCSP). Management
of trust is the more di�cult issue when using such certi�cates. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a
structure for managing diverse public keys and certi�cates which are liable for providing, transferring and
retracting of the Public Key Certi�cates (PKC) over a timid network, on the Internet. PKI empowers the
clients of the networks to interchange the data with the help of the public and private key pairs which are
acquired and shared via a trusted authority [2]. During an e-business and e-commerce transactions,
coarse and conviction security principles are required to communicate the data safely over the internet.
PKI is a security infrastructure which provides the necessary security principles in ventures. One of the
key objectives of PKI is veri�cation and validation of each contributor with the help of digital certi�cates
[49]. The Certi�cate Policy (CP) provides a set of guidelines indicating the relevance of a certi�cate to a
speci�c class with some prevalent safety requirements [3]. PKI enactments vary from region to region and
from country to country. The consequences of distinct acts raise a number of key issues, as well as how
to build con�dence domains for distinct nations and areas and how to coordinate the distinct CAs to
integrate them as if they were a single, consistent system [2] [45–46]. When distinct users from distinct
domains want to interact, interoperability between PKIs is an extensive issue to be considered.
Interoperability between PKI provides secure interconnection and cooperation between distinct PKI
structures. PKI incapability is consigned over the cross-certi�cation service, which can also be
characterized as the way to authorized groups of trust among distinct CAs[4].

The main phase in developing PKI structure was to give the domains of con�dence and de�ne their
boundaries. Each PKC entity has a non-disclosed government key and a personal key.

Symmetrical cryptography makes it di�cult to carry the keys while strengthening con�dentiality. With
public key cryptography, con�dentiality is not needed, but an assurance to safeguard against active
assaults.

Security Issues: The following are the some of the security issues in terms of security: -

a) PKI deployment and technical challenges

PKI is responsible for technical aspects to support public key management for all organization. It duties
cover the public/private keys generation and delivery to the users as well as publication, validation and
revocation of public keys. After years of research, development and deployment, PKI still face strong
technical and organizational challenges [1][9] such as attacks against PKI.

CAs are the critical component of PKIs which plays powerful role in the PKI model. CA must be truthful,
honest and legitimate [10]. In any case, a hacker who picks up control on a CA can use CA's certi�cate to
issue fake certi�cate and impersonate any site, such as - DigiNotar, GobalSign, Comodo and DigiCert
Malaysia.

• Trust on CA [9]
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• Certi�cate Revocation

These key challenges make use of PKI uncomfortable from an operational perspective.

b) Managing the Private keys

Managing security keys on smart devices is one of the key security concerns because the keys are
required to encrypt the computer on the smart grid [11–12]. However, system devices often have limited
storage capacity, power consumption, and bandwidth, and require an e�cient and �exible key
management scheme. Disclosure of the private key destroys the entire PKI security system [12]. Achieving
simultaneous access to private keys and ease of use is one of the most important issues with PKI
systems.

c) Attempts to obtain fraudulent certi�cates are on the rise

An attacker can disclose the key of the CA and execute an MITM attack to issue false certi�cates on
behalf of the CA [13][38–40]. On August 29, 2011, someone attempted a MIMT SSL attack connecting
Google clients and Google services [14–15]. Using an invalid SSL certi�cate issued by Diginotor, an
attacker can revoke the certi�cate and cannot publish to Google [16]. Google Chrome clients are already
protected against attacks from Chrome to recognize forged certi�cates. On September 3, 2011, the Dutch
certi�cation authority, the Diginotor framework, issued more than 531 fake SSL certi�cates after the
security was broken. Many of these IP addresses are located in Iran, thus creating problems for
partnerships between Como hackers and the Iranian government. The Iranian government effectively
�lters the Internet for dissident governments [17]. On February 20, 2015, Lenovo computers contained
MITM adware that would drop HTTP connections. Encrypted web sessions on Lenovo computers were
captured by pre-installed adware vulnerable to HTTP attacks [18]. This adware is called “Super�sh”. It
provides a self-signed HTTPS root certi�cate that allows clients to intercept encrypted tra�c when
visiting HTTP websites. “Super�sh” manages Lenovo websites and issues certi�cates of fraud [18–20].

The two Taiwanese software companies, Realtek Semiconductor Systems and JMicron Technology Corp,
use real software signing certi�cates to create digital signatures for Stuxnet malware and allow attackers
to install malware on computer systems in Iran's nuclear production facility. Allow [20].

e) Attacks on Certi�cate Authorities

The CAs are sole point of inadequacy in PKI design. An attacker can attack the CA and defeat the entire
PKI [39]. CA has the following attacks:

• Man-In-The-Middle attack

• False Certi�cates

• Phishing attacks
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f) Public Key Replacement attack

The public key associated with the certi�cate is published in the public key directory and can be easily
modi�ed to replace the public key of another entity [21–22]. A mechanism to con�rm deletion of a public
key is needed to verify that the public key actually belongs to a particular user [23].

The signature scheme is also vulnerable to public key rotation attacks [22]. An attacker who overrides the
veri�er's disclosure here could create a legitimate mark on the signer's message without knowing the
signer's personal information.

There are now more than 600 CAs in more than 50 countries [24]. The CA is a single point of failure [ 14]
and rogue certi�cates can be issued with malicious intent, affecting the entire PKI [TOR, 08]. By revealing
the CA's key, an attacker can issue fake certi�cates on behalf of the CA and perform various types of
attacks such as MITM, Fishing, Heartbleed, SSL and TLS attacks [15][40].

For this reason, many researchers have proposed different approaches to certi�cate validation using
Certi�cate Transparency (CT), public key pinning, notarization [10], or audit logs. The Google CT project
requires the certi�cate holder to register in the audit log before using the CRT certi�cate. This is an open
public structure that allows anyone to access the underlying segments that promote CT [27]. This is
adequate for small organizations, but not to large organizations. Convergence [28] allows users to design
a set of dynamic endorsers [29] that use network views for transmission authentication [31]. The Mozilla
Web browser uses certi�cate transparency and public keying to advertise trusted certi�cates to clients
[28] [32]. Linked data and pinned certi�cates are stored locally using a web browser [33] or stored on a
remote web server [32]. Mozilla add-ons like CertPatrol are designed to freeze certi�cates and retrieve
data from pinned certi�cates. Pinned certi�cates are trusted because they are veri�ed by a notary [10].
Implementing this approach at scale is di�cult for many organizations.

Negi [34] proposed a digital signature algorithm by separating the product of two discrete and large prime
log problems. One limitation of this program is that it does not allow storing of digitally signed
certi�cates. Wang, Bai and Hu, 2015 suggest several signature approaches to make the certi�cation
process go as long as one of the certi�cate authorities is not compromised. A Paper-Based Approach to
Electronic Governance Electronic Signatures in India [24] Electronic signatures are stored in HSMs and
smart cards can be lost.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: This section provides a useful overview for literature in the
�eld of PCI. The solution to handle CA's MITM attacks implements multiple signatures [10] using the
aadhar number [24] provided by UIDAI to authenticate the online entity prior to authentication, 3.I will
explain in the part. The CA / Sub CA certi�cate generation algorithm is described in Sect. 3.2, and the
respective certi�cates are reviewed and a security analysis is performed in Sect. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
Performance analysis is performed in Sect. 4.

2. Literature Review
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A PKI framework works by having a CA for issuing public key certi�cates which are fundamental well
spring of trust in the exchange. It offers validation by means of computerized authentications, which are
signed by CA. In this manner idea of PKI coordinates computerized digital certi�cates; Public Key
Cryptography (PKC) and CA into organize security design [4][6]. It guarantees a protected technique for
exchanging sensitive information over unsecured channels [26]. It is an innovation which empowers its
customers to keep up a level of trust by giving security features like authentication, con�dentiality,
integrity and non-repudiation. PKI accommodates an advanced authentication that can distinguish an
individual or an association and directory services that can store and repudiate the certi�cates according
to the needs of the user. A PKI is likewise called a chain of trust.

Rolf [14] explained attacks against CAs. According to him countermeasures are needed in authentication
and certi�cation revocation. According to him a PKI is not only prerequisite for the PKC but also
represents a security related Achilles’s heel. He also analyzed log �les of OCSP servers of compromised
CAs. He also discussed revocation issues, authorization issues and certi�cate legitimating. He explained
black list approach and white list approach and told white list is more appropriate to address certi�cate’s
legitimacy.

Janabi et. al. [44] said that the most imperative security services are integrity, con�dentiality,
authentication, and non-repudiation. The security services of framework must be de�ned while outlining a
communication framework. A PKI is an innovation that meets these security administrations with its
strategies and principles. A PKI framework works by having a CA for issuing public-key certi�cates. The
point of their work is to outline and actualize a CA framework that can make and relegate public key
certi�cates. Thus, the framework empowers secure communication and legitimate veri�cation. Other than
the essential security prerequisites, the created framework uses an approach that can facilitate in the
revocation of the certi�cates. The design and implementation of their proposed system have been
achieved using PHP and HTML programming languages besides Apache web server and MySQL
database server.

Wang et. al. [10] recommended MS on a certi�cate. A compromised CA can prevent the entire PKI
framework and issue fake certi�cates to arbitrary domains without the consent of the domain owner.
Fake certi�cates can be used in MITM attacks. They recommended a multi-signature method for single
server certi�cates.

Jain et. al. [24] portrayed DS structure to recognize signing of transactions for e-Govt. and non e-Govt.
applications. They discussed the cloud-based DS initiatives they have taken to improve security during e-
government exchanges in India. After con�rming the incoming request, aadhar authentication data is
sent to the e-Sign KYC service. It is always returned to the digital signature authority if valid or
unsuccessful. If the e-KYC is successful, the e-Sign provider generates a key pair and a CSR, and
generates a DS using a 160-bit message.

Nia et. al. [43] looked at different sorts of DS schemes in light of e�ciency, security level and complexity.
They explained different type of DS schemes and procedures such as batch scheme; forward secure
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scheme, blind scheme and proxy scheme.

H:{0,1}^*→G1

The proposed scheme satis�es all the properties required for an authentication encryption for example –
privacy, validation, forward secrecy and non-denial. But this scheme experiences the key escrow and non-
revocation issues.

Malone [42] utilized the idea of a cryptographic system based on identity and signature encryption. He
designed a cryptographic identity scheme based on a bilinear connection. He also presented
cryptographic evidence in curated cryptographic attacks to secure cryptographic systems based on
oracle-type random recognition.

Zheng [22] proposed a signcryption method based on the Discrete Log Problem (DLP) in which the sender
generates a symmetric (shared) key using the public key of the receiver. The scheme did not take into
account the possibility of public veri�cation, secret transmission, and authenticity of encrypted
messages.

On the basis of detailed literature review on PKI; Table 1 shows the summary of literature review.
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Table 1
Summary of Literature Review

Author Year Contribution

Albogami et.
al. [55]

2021 Described how blockchain based implemented PKI is secure over traditional
PKI. Analysis were done on the basis of veri�cation, protection, reliability
and execution.

Chen et. al.
[51]

2021 Discussed about the keyword guess security attack in searchable
encryption. Searchable engine allows the user to �nd their query in the
encrypted information that is saved on unreliable system with guaranteed
data privacy.

Samuel
Lindeman et.
al. [52]

2020 Designed a lightweight automate certi�cate enrolment protocol for IoT
devices that have high constraint.

Qin et. al. [56] 2020 Presented protected upgraded design of PKI named Cecoin which
distributive blockchain-based without a TTP. The scheme processed the
assurance of consistency to protect from bogus certi�cates. Besides, it
provides practical services of multi-certi�cates and integrity with enticing
adaptability.

Chu et. al. [19] 2020 At present, generally identity veri�cation is based on public key
cryptography. Authors proposed blockchain based distributed PKI to
resolved issues of rationalize PKI with the management of public key [19].

Savio
Sciancalepore
et al. [50]

2019 Proposed a distributed CL key agreement protocol for integration in Zigbee
3.0 and IoT devices that are highly constraint.

Singla A et.
al. [38]

2018 Deployed PKI for shielding IoT devices. Authors also analylized
performance, e�cacy, security and scalability of the proposed approach.

Yakubov et.
al. [25]

2018 Designed blockchain based PKI setup scheme to lessen certi�cate
revocation issues and single point of breakdown due to CA misbehaviour.

Lozupone [79] 2018 Described PKI as a bunch of equipment, programming, policies and
specialists to deal with a domain utilizing PKI. Authors presented the
concise depiction of public and private encryption frameworks with
investigation, correlations of deviated and symmetric encryption plans and
bene�ts.

Al-Bassam et.
al. [37]

2017 Demonstrated decentralized PKI framework that exploit blockchain
transparency for web of trust.

Yu et. al. [30] 2017 Analysis and assessment of public key certi�cates for designing secure
certi�cate over Internet.

Berkowsky et.
al. [53]

2017 Explained that PKI is the cornerstone technology which enables safe
exchange of information via the internet.

Ha�zul Islam,
S. K., et. al.
[57]

2017 CL DMS without bilinear paring.
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Author Year Contribution

Kar
Jayaprakash
et. al. [58]

2017 Presented formal proofs of security for signcryption which were secure
against side channel, chosen message, chosen cipher and fault tolrent
attack.

Wu et. al. [59] 2016 Presented revocable ID based model for PKC.

Pang, Liaojun,
et. al. [60]

2016 Proposed completely anonymity based multi- receiver scheme.

Yang et. al.
[78]

2015 Addressed challenges in VSN such as information discrimination, resource
aware information and algorithm to compute indirect trust.

Martínez et.
al. [62]

2015 Implemented multisingaure scheme using JAVA based on the DLP.

Wang et. al
[10]

2015 Proposed multiple signature approach on a server’s certi�cate as the
probability of breaking multiple CAs in a short period of time is reduced
signi�cantly.

Jain et. al.
[24]

2015 Described DS framework to realize digital signing of transactions for e-
Govt. and non e-Govt. applications.

Nandhini M
[62]

2015 Proposed a solution for the DoS attacks in PKI for different application.
They simulate the proposed mechanism on NS2 simulator. The solution
has only analytical proof without empirical study

Dongoh Park
[63]

2015 Describes various applications of PKI such as email, payment security
digital document security, and server identi�cation.

Albarqi,
Aysha, et. al.
[64]

2015 Explained the demand for securing communications is increasing
dramatically day by day.

Braeken et. al.
[65]

2015 Extend pairing–free signcryption with multiple users.

Swapna et. al.
[66]

2014 Proposed ID based MSS which provides con�dentiality, unforgeability and
public veri�cation

Ray et. al. [67] 2014 Proposed MCS that should be installed at each hospital for securing
handling of PHI.

Szalachowski
et. al. [68]

2014 To address ine�ciencies in certi�cate transparency, they designed and
proposed PoliCert, a log based proposal that de�ne Subject Certi�cate
Policies(SCPs) to specify parameters such as trusted CAs, update
certi�cates, error handling in certi�cate and loss of private key.

Rolf [14] 2014 Explained attacks against CAs.

Yang et. al.
[21]

2014 Presented Shamir and Harn's IBS schemes are not secure. Shortcomings
are found in both that prompted an absence of security around the signer's
secret key. They proposed an enhanced scheme to solve the problem of
attacker's knowledge of the signer's secret key.

Jøsang et. al.
[20]

2013 Takes a closer look at the most important and mostly used PKI trust
models and related semantic issues.
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Author Year Contribution

Hassouna et.
al. [69]

2013 Examined the shortcoming of the current mobile banking schemes based
on PKI and IDC and proposed a web based mobile banking scheme based
on CL cryptography.

Laura [70] 2012 Represented a signcryption framework which was based on Schnorr DS
algorithm

Janabi et. al.
[44]

2012 Aims to design and implement a CA to create and assign public key
certi�cates for web application.

Reddy et. al.
[71]

2011 Demonstrate simple application of PKI, CA and certi�cate repository using
openSSL.

Domiguez et.
al. [72]

2011 Implementation of RSA based e�cient ID based multisignature scheme.

Fagen et. al.
[75]

2011 Construct a more �exible scheme which allow ID and message of arbitrary
length, collision resistance hash function and used a secure one time
symmetric key encryption scheme.

Zhang et. al.
[73]

2010 Proposed a novel AC-PKI framework for ad hoc networks which empower
public-key services with CL public keys so that the complications regarding
certi�cate management can be avoided which are inevitable in
conventional certi�cate-based solutions.

Durán Díaz,
Raúl, et al.
[74]

2010 Review multiple signatures with their pros and cons.

Sharmila
deva [76]

2010 Described an ID based cryptosystem serve as an e�cient alternative to PKI.

Xie et. al. [77] 2010 Presented pairing free CL signcryption scheme.

3. Proposed Solution
Certi�cates which are sealed by a CA tend to be modi�ed during the certi�cation process. After reviewing
the material, look for work possibilities. In [10], the author recommends multiple signatures on certi�cates,
but believes that it is more secure to apply Aadhar authentication to multiple signatures. It also uses 512-
bit message digest instead of 160 bit compared to [24].

Today, the Aadhaar has become an important document not only to verify identity, but also to help
society, organizations and governments in case of �nancial troubles. The proposed solution would be
implemented in Java using a database connection and Jcreator in Xampp. Certi�cates are designed to be
signed by multiple CAs only after Aadhar validation on the server to dramatically reduce the time to issue
fraudulent certi�cates. Our approach also handles DoS attacks when validating information using time
stamps. Our solution does not allow you to issue a certi�cate to the server if the certi�cation authority is
attacked because the database or the key requires multiple signatures and Aadhar [35–36].
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3.1 Multiple Signature Generation Scenarios
After validating / authenticating user information, we proposed an approach to force multiple signatures
to reduce compromised CA / CA key damage. A compromised CA cannot issue a domain certi�cate
because it requires multiple signatures.

3.2 Algorithm for Certi�cate Generation for CA/ SubCA
A certi�cate will be sealed by numerous CAs instead of single CA [10]. Multiple signatures are imposed on
a server certi�cate. Such as Server Certi�ce issigned by SUBCA01, SUBCA12andCA00. Certi�cate has
numerous paths. Client verify multipath after a�rmation of certi�cate, client can determine to do
transmission or not.

Step 1: User creates user account with user ID, password and security code.

Step 2: CA/SubCA send certi�cate request by giving his information to RootCA/CA.

Step 3: RootCA/CA check request for certi�cate, then verifying all the information from UIDAI server by
specifying Aadhar number. If all the information matched then processes the request otherwise ignore
that.

If Aadhar_no Verify

Then Process

else

Ignore

Step 4: After certi�cate generation secret message is send to CA/SubCA to verify certi�cate is issued and
received by authentic entities.

//Message send by CA

�nal byte[] cipherText1 = se.encryptData(data1,pubkey,"RSA/ECB/PKCS1 Padding");

hobj.setMsg(cipherText1);

toClient.writeObject((HandShake)hobj);

System.out.println("received message from client ");

//Message decrypt by SubCA

byte []bb = se.decryptData(hobj.getMsg(),privkey,"RSA/ECB/PKCS1Padding");
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ByteArrayInputStream bais1 = new ByteArrayInputStream(bb);

Step 5: END

Steps for Certi�cate Generation for Server/Client

Step 1:

Certi�cate Request SubCA

Step 2:

SubCA check request for certi�cate, then verifying all the information from UIDAI server by specifyingA
adhar number. If all the information matched, then processes the request otherwise ignore that.

IfAadhar_noVerify

ThenProcess

else

Ignore

Step 3:

SubCA sign the certi�cate and Send certi�cate request of other CA’s to sign the certi�cate with multiple
signatures.

/ /Signature1

finalbyte[]sign1 = encrypt(msgdgstbyte, privkey);

ByteArrayInputStreambar = newByteArrayInputStream(sign1);

ObjectInputStreaminpr = newObjectInputStream(bar);

Stringdsign1 = (String)inpr. readObject();

oo. setSign1(dsign1);

Step 4:

CA send certi�cate to SubCA by encrypting request with SubCA’s public key.

finalbyte[]certenc = encrypt(cert1, pubkey1);

Step 5:

Only SubCA can open that certi�cate, by decrypting with his private key.
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finalbyte[]certenc1 = decrypt(cert1, privkey);

Step 6:

OtherCA ′ssignthecertificateandsendbacktoSubCA

/ /Signature2

byte[]msgdgstbyte = bos. toByteArray();

finalbyte[]sign1 = encrypt(msgdgstbyte, caprivatekey);

Step 7:

SubCA send certi�cate to user.

This process will be repeated n times, if number of signer is n.

3.2.1 Results:
Figure 4 shows the certi�cate issued to RCA

Figure 6: User Request for a Certi�cate

As certi�cate received by the user/sub-ca acknowledgement will be sent to CA/RCA. For this there will be
a handshaking process encrypted with shared key and a timestamp for the validity of the certi�cate.

.

Figure 7 : Handshaking between TS and CA

Figure 9 (b): Root CA Repository

Figures 8 and 9 shows how information is stored in database. Private Key and sensitive information are
stored in blob form for the security.

3.2.2 Certi�cate Veri�cation
In order to process the certi�cate path, veri�er should verify the validity of the certi�cate in certi�cate
path. For certi�cate validation one should check the legitimacy of the signature over certi�cate content.
The public key of the veri�er is used to check the signature. However, a certi�cate having a valid signature
does not have su�ced to qualify that certi�cate is valid because there may be some extra personal
privacy requirements related to trust.

Server Certi�ce signed by SUBCA01, SUBCA12 and CA00R would have the certi�cate path

ServerCA001SUBCA011,
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ServerCA002SUBCA012,

ServerCA00R

Signature veri�cation process

On the M it then computes the unique �ngerprints with the help of similar hash algorithm which is
applied as in CA i .

Then decrypts the encrypted value of hash or signature with the support of the public key ofCA i.

Afterwards, Compares the values of decrypted value of signature and hash which is computed by the
veri�er. If those two matches, then the message will be signed by CA i and the value of message is
untampered. Figure 10 below shows signature veri�cation process for the same.

This method takes time to verify the certi�cate because the CAs are organized hierarchically. If PL is the
length of the path, the certi�cate validation can be expressed as-

O PLi whereiis number of CAs

The Path length complexity can be reduced by summarizing the domain CA’s who are responsible to
issue certi�cates and veri�es the signatures on a certi�cate for a particular domain. Figure 11 shows the
following that how veri�cation is done by the multiple CAs. Client �rst of all veri�es the server certi�cate.
For this it will check its certi�cate path as well. It has three certi�cate paths:-

CA001SUBA01Server

CA002SUBCA012Server

CA00RServer

Client put request toCA001, CA002 and CA00R to verify it by using their public keys.

3.2.3 Security Analysis
For the proposed algorithm, the main concern is the security. It meets all the prede�ned attributes that are
required for the security, con�dentiality, integrity of authentication, and non-repudiation. The proposed
algorithm is the main constraint for which the identity is veri�ed by the trusted server. In the India
Government Authorities there are several initiatives with regards to the Digital India Program initiatives
which enables the e-Government transactions in online mode. For securing such transactions, the
Government of India has been taken various steps one of them is the e-Sign [35]. With this the
Government of India has also introduced the biometric authentication for the self-identi�cation of the
person which helps in reducing the frauds in the public distribution �gure helps in enabling the system of
government to serve better for the nation [35–36]. This concern of security then came up creating the
Unique Identi�cation Authority of India knows as UIDAI. Here the biometrics which provides a unique
identi�cation number is called as Aadhar Card number which is uniquely generated for each and every

( )
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individual separately. This number will then be linked to the all-�nancial institutions such as gas stations,
academic institutes, �nancial institutes and to the PAN income tax o�ces.

Also, this can be checked by the passport distribution authority while issuing the passport for the
veri�cation purposes before issuing it. This is where you can use your Aadhar number and the details
associated to it just as email-ids and the unique identi�er which can authenticate with UIDAI using the
KYC processing service. This can be useful to checking if someone has forged so that you can directly
check the UIDAI server for the same.

Let there are N CAs in the system that required S signatures on a certi�cate. The number of compromised
CAs on a short period of time can be Tc and Sn denotes number of signatures on a certi�cate. In a
hierarchy a root CA, sub CA or user can be compromised. A certi�cate signed by multiple CAs with aadhar
authentication reduces the damage of breached CA. The security of the proposed approach can be
analyzed in the following scenarios:

Tccript >  : The adversaries will not be able to issue a bogus certi�cate as it required S signatures
on the certi�cate. The compromised CA cannot bring damages to the network communication.

Tc = Sn : The probability of using rogue certi�cate for any domain at a short period of time (PTTc)
can be expressed as follows:

PTTc = PcTc = PcSn

Where PT is the probability of compromised one CA. For example if Pc=3%=0.03 and Sn=4 then 
PTTc = 0.034 = 0.00000081 = 0.000081%. Probability of four compromised CA’s key is less than
one compromised CA’s key.

Database security: Our proposed algorithm is providing more database security over [10][24]. Authors
have not given any information how sensitive information is stored. Our main emphasis is on
database security as well as e�cient certi�cate issuance. Private key and other information is stored
in the form of object/blob [41]. Without knowing the structure of class no one can access the object.
This is the main advantage over the existing certi�cate issue algorithm.

Private Key Management: Private Key storage is one of the crucial issues in PKI deployment. Private
Key can be stored either on local machine, disks or smart cards. To store private key on these storage
is insecure [31] as unauthorized users can access machine or disks and smart cards may be lost.
These storage devices are weak in security. In proposed approach private key is stored in blob form.
Server �res a request to the database server. Result obtained is thereafter sent to the end user via
Server. In our model it becomes very easy for the server who is client for the database server to
securely store, easily manage, e�ciently access and successfully retrieve bulky data with quick
response [35]. Database of private key storage is shown in Fig. 12.
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Strong authentication: Here fabrication of identity is avoided. Now a day if you are taking Sim cards
that is also registered with aadhar number. By specifying your aadhar number or �ngerprints
subscriber is able to check user’s biological information. As ID’s of user’s are also veri�ed by UIDAI
this will also avoid MITM attack who is issuing certi�cate to whom.

M = IDA ∥ IDB, InfoA + N1, Aadhar_no

Public key directory: This will also maintain a public key directory where all the public keys are stored
in the form of object. This will prevent public key replacement attack because public key can’t be
directly accessed. A public key directory is presented in Fig. 13.

4. Performance Analysis
The proposed system is more secure in term of cryptographic operation. Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the
performance analysis of the proposed approach.

Phases: Existing approaches has following phases: registration, signature generation and veri�cation.
But in proposed approach, we also add one new phase e.g aadhar check. After registration aadhar check
will be performed by the signer via KYC services that not only check the identity information but also
compare biometric information. Sometime an adversary changes the identity and impersonates himself
as legitimate person, which is very di�cult to trace him. But in aadhar authentication as biometric
information is scanned, all the information of that person will be checked on the basis of that biometric
information such as �nger print, iris. Security of Multiple Signatures: Multiple signatures are very strong
as compared to batch and blind signature. Table 3 represents the comparison between different
signatures.

Table 2
Number of Cryptographic Operations

Name of phase Crypto operations

Registration 1-encryptions, 1-decryptions

Aadhar Check 2-encryptions, 2-decryptions and checking of digital signature

Multiple Signature n-encryption, checking of digital signature and 1-decryption

Table 3
Comparison between Digital Signature Schemes

Bases Batch Blind Multiple Signature

Security Middle Strong Very Strong

E�ciency Average Very e�cient Very E�cient

Veri�cation Middle Good Good

Di�culty Low Middle Average
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Table 4
No. of Operation for Signature Generation

Name of phase Crypto operations

Registration 1-encryptions, 1-decryptions

Digital Signature 1-hash, 1- encryption, 1 decryption

Multiple Signature

(No. of signature = 2)

3- hash, 4-encryption, 4- decryption

 

Number of operations: As multiple signatures imposed on certi�cate. Table 4 shows how many
operations are required if number of signer is 2.

Cryptographic Algorithm: Earlier signature used RSA 1024 bits with SHA 256 bits hashing algorithm.
But we use all the latest version of cryptographic algorithms such as RSA 2048 bits and SHA 512
bits message digest algorithms. Figure 15 describes comparison between cryptographic algorithms.

Fast transfer

- Existing approaches send the information in streams that takes more time in transmission. But the
proposed system used the concept of OOPs where information is transferred in the form of object instead
of streams. All the information is encapsulated in an object which is securely send from one end to
another. As the size of information increase it takes less time to send and receive the messages. Table 5
explains the comparison of time between previous approaches and proposed scheme.

Table 5
Comparison of Time between Previous approaches and Proposed Scheme

Message Size Time taken in existing approaches

(Message Stream)

Time taken in proposed approach

(OOPs)

(bytes) (ms) (ms)

7 28873 13850

14 17684 7239

387 49965 8988

784 46642 9460

11000 35568 3027

32400 26255 1872
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6. Conclusion And Future Scope
PKI make use of two cryptographic keys- private and public where owner of private key can only decode
the con�dential information that are encoded by public key of the sender. In our proposed approach all
information is stored in the form of blob in the database for security reasons. User authentication system
based on smart cards and tokens have their own security vulnerabilities. Smart cards are prone to cyber-
attacks. Smart card reading machines are expensive and not compatible with every smart card. Tokens
can be breached during the message transmit. Even security pin can also be misplaced or forgotten.
Aadhar card number is a digital identi�cation platform that provides powerful authentication technique. It
is deployed in multiple domain such as in banks, Digital Locker, gas subsidy, �nancial organizations,
passport acquisition and for �lling digital application to extract the data have to link Aadhaar, owing to its
high security and privacy mechanisms. The transmission between bank and UIDAI is secured with
encrypted network. Along with identity veri�cation, digital certi�cate is signed by numerous CA’s making it
unfeasible to corrupt all the CA’s at once. Despite that Aadhaar authentication is a complicated procedure,
it involves foremost cryptographic algorithms making it highly secure as compared to those that are
currently available. Providing security is the top most priority so overhead can be compromised. In our
proposed algorithm, CA’s identi�cation is validated by RCA and User’s identi�cation is validated through
RA’s and CA’s from UIDAI server respectively. It consists of con�dential data and biometric information
which can prevent identity fabrication. Biometric information is encoded with PKI. It mitigates security
concern by providing digital certi�cates which act as an identity proof with a limited lifetime. The
proposed system also used the concept of OOPs where information is transferred in the form of object
instead of streams. All the information is

encapsulated in an object which is securely send from one end to another. Certi�cates are designed to be
signed by multiple CAs only after aadhar validation on the server to dramatically reduce the time to issue
fraudulent certi�cates. Our approach also handles DoS and MITM attacks when validating information
using time stamps. It does not allow to issue a certi�cate to the server if the CA is attacked because the
database or the key requires multiple signatures and aadhar authentication. In future traditional PKI
system can be implemented with blockchain to eliminate the single point of failure of CAs.
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Figure 1

Process for Multiple Signatures Generation
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Figure 2

Flow Chart for Multiple Signature Generation
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Figure 3

E-R diagram of Proposed System
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Figure 4

Root CA Certi�cate
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Figure 5

Services Provided by Root CA

Figure 6

User Request for a Certi�cate
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Figure 7

Handshaking between TS and CA
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Figure 8

Database of Root CA
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Figure 9

(a): Root CA Repository (b): Root CA Repository
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Figure 10

Digital Signature Veri�cation
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Figure 11

Proposed approach for Certi�cate Veri�cation
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Figure 12

Private Key storage in Blob Form
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Figure 13

Public Key Directory
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Figure 14

No. of Operation/Security Analysis

Figure 15
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Cryptographic Algorithm Comparison

Figure 16

Fast transfer of Information as Compared to Existing Approaches


